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Abstract. There are two difficulties in classifying offensive sentences:
One is the modifiability of offensive terms, and the other is the class
imbalance which appears in general offensive corpus. Solving these prob-
lems, we propose a method of pre-training fake sentences generated as
character-level to convolution layers preventing under-fitting from data
shortage, and dealing with the data imbalance. We insert the offensive
words to half of the randomly generated sentences, and train the con-
volution neural networks (CNN) with theses sentences and the labels of
whether offensive word is included. We use the trained filter of CNN
for training new CNN given original data, resulting in the increase of
the amount of training data. We get higher F1-score with the proposed
method than that without pre-training in three dataset of insult from
kaggle, Bullying trace, and formspring.

Keywords: Text classification · Convolution neural networks ·
Character-level model · Transfer learning

1 Introduction

Offensive sentence classification is the problem like spam filtering which can
resolve with traditional text processing algorithm. In few recent years, Social
Network Service (SNS) has extended a lot, and the number of replies, tweets,
and comments on the internet also increased at the same time; and these contain
many profanities, insulting words, and hate speeches. Besides, many people on
the web have been modifying their words to non-general forms when they want
to write offensive words on the internet to avoid simple filter of profanities.
These obfuscated offensive words use special characters, digits, and non-English
characters are called “profanitype” or “symbol swearing.” As the form of offensive
words become diverse for this way, traditional text processing algorithms are
inappropriate to catch the features of these words in nowadays.

Because there is no way for the classifier to automatically detect whether the
input text is offensive or not in training process; many researchers have chosen
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supervised learning approach giving the sentence with the label which indicates
offensiveness of the expression together. There are many different offensive sen-
tences on the web, though, to apply supervised learning of each sentence are
required, and the more sentences, the more expensive the cost is, so the resources
for learning is limited in quantity. Besides, the rate of offensive sentences in the
whole corpus is relatively lower than that of non-offensive ones. This charac-
teristic causes data imbalance and results in the inappropriate update of the
classifier.

We use the character-level model to deal with modified words and use transfer
learning to reduce the effects of data imbalance. The method is similar to the
oversampling method in the view of making over-sampled data but is different
to oversampling, using trained layer, not data themselves (Table 1).

Table 1. Previous studies on detecting offensive words

Authors Feature extraction Classification Dataset

Chen, et al. n-gram of BoW SVM, NB Youtube

Sood, et al. n-gram of BoW SVM News comments

Xiang, et al. lexicon features DT, SVM, LR, RF Twitter

Djuric, et al. paragraph2vec Unsupervised Yahoo finance

Zhao, et al. embedding w/BoW SVM Bullying traces

Nabata, et al. embedding w/features Regression Yahoo finance

2 Related Works

Previous studies about the classification of offensive sentences used conventional
machine learning methods. The simplest way is extracting features from sen-
tences with Bag-of-Word (BoW) (n-gram of BoW), and classifying with Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [1,2]. However, as described previously, the difficulty of
the task becomes higher; the conventional approach does not work like as before.

Recently, many text processing approaches are being tried to overcome the
weaknesses of standard machine learning algorithms, especially in the large and
noisy dataset like SNS [3]. Djuric, et al. used word embedding to extract offen-
sive features from the many text data; though the processing speed got faster
due to the reduction of the feature vector size, the difference of AUC score with
BoW was just 1.18% [4]. After this result, the approaches of recent research have
changed to applying additional information. Semantic, linguistic, and other bul-
lying features are used for classifying offensive sentences including hate speeches
[5,6].

As described in above, the data-driven approach does not work well in offen-
sive sentence classification. We thought that the reason is for data imbalance.
Therefore we tried to decrease the effect of data imbalance, and one approach is
transfer learning whose training data is free for imbalance.
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3 Offensive Sentence Classification

3.1 Character-Level Convolution Neural Networks

We propose Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) with character-level [7] as
a classifier for classifying offensive sentences. Though character-level CNN is
already known as a useful method for text classification, this model is helpful
to get the robustness in the noisy environment such as SNS including modi-
fied offensive sentences. Since the CNN model makes the noise of given texts
during convolution and pooling process; CNN adapts to words having changed
characters.

The details concerning the equations of character-level CNN are found in
[7], but as an important part of our approach, transfer learning of CNN, we
introduce a few equations about the processes updating the weight of each CNN
filter.

When feature vector xi and output of the l-1 th convolution layer yl−1 are
given, the weight of m × m sized filter w from the lth layer is applied as follows.

clxy =
m−1∑

a=0

m−1∑

b=0

wab y
l−1
(x+a)(y+b) (1)

The output of convolution layer cl−1 passes max-pooling operation, in k × k
sized field, given pooling stride T, N × N sized output vector plxy is calculated
as follows.

plxy = max cl−1
xy×T (2)

During this process, the noise of feature vector is generated and applied in
weight of CNN filters. Passing several convolution and max-pooling layers, and
finally at the fully-connected layer, CNN model predicts the attributes of the
feature vector.

3.2 Generating Fake Sentences

First, we make fake sentences with randomly selected characters. As the input
to classifier is character-level, the fake sentences used for transfer learning also
generate in character-level. These random sequences of characters reflect the
characteristics of typical sentences.

Using a random generator Rsentence, fake sentence S is chosen to be

Rsentence(x) = S ∈ Cn where S = (c1, c2, ..., cn), ci ∈ C (3)

Where the Eq. (3), x denotes the seed of random generator, n the length of
sentence, and C set of overall characters (Fig. 1).

Then, we make the sentences which have characteristics of offensive words.
These sentences are the sequences of characters with inserted offensive words.
The offensive words come from the offensive wordlist which the web service
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Fig. 1. Training process of proposed method using transfer learning

providers such as google, twitter, and facebook want to block. We extract the
offensive words Wbad, whose length is k from the list.

Rbad−word(x) = Wbad = (w1, w2, ..., wk) and wi ∈ W (4)

We insert an extracted word from Eq. (4) to sentence S generated by Eq. (3)
at the index chosen by random generator Rindex in Eq. (5), and then this process
makes the sentence offensive.

ci+k = wk for k = 1, 2, ..., |Wbad|, i = Rindex(x) ∈ {1, ..., n}
S′ = (c1, c2, ..., w1, w2, ..., wk, ci+k+1, ..., cn) (5)

We label the sentence S′ as the offensive sentence and the sentence S as
the non-offensive sentence. The number of each marked sentence is controllable,
solving data imbalance. These fake sentences are used for transfer learning.

3.3 Transfer Learning Process

Transfer learning is the method using the weights from the pre-training. In pre-
training process, the classifier learns the features of offensive words from the
pseudo-training dataset which is generated by above section. Normal sentences
are generated from Eq. (3), and offensive sentences from Eq. (5). If the sentence
contains a word from the bad-words dataset, we label the sentence as 1, if not,
we label 0. Then, we train the pair of sentence and label to character-level CNN
model by supervised approach. By doing so, the filters of CNN learn to the way
of classifying normal one and offensive one.

After pre-training, filters of the trained CNN have the characteristics of clas-
sifying the offensive sentences with normal sentences. Therefore CNN model
which using the transferred filters starts the training with some pre-knowledge
with the task, whereas CNN with no transfer learning starts the training at the
initial state. This difference makes the different point of convergence, and the
model with transfer learning gets the higher score.
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Table 2. Imbalance of each dataset used in experiment

Dataset # of total
sentences

# of offensive
sentences

Ratio of offensive
words

insults [8]
8815

2818 31.92%

bullyingV3 [9]
4742

1226 25.86%

formspring [10] 25825 2360
9.14%

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We have used three datasets, Kaggle’s “Detecting insults in Data Commentary”
(insults) [8], “Bullying trace data set” (bullyingV3) [9], and formspring dataset
[10]. Table 2 shows the statistics of each dataset. All datasets have data imbal-
ance, and consist of the relatively small amount of sentences compared to the
number of texts used in general text processing tasks.

Table 3. Sample sentences expressing the nature of each dataset.

Dataset Label Sample sentence

insults 1 Eat shit and die Andrew

um holy fuck i need a cigarette

0 That guy is a real fuckstick.

needs to give me a fucking like hows everyone doin?

bullyingV3 1 D: I’m not a bully.

your just bullying me, you love me so..

0 Fuck me Flights are expensive these days

lol. I’ll bully u!

formspring 1 ilOVEU fAtASS ! <3

w@n+ y0 b!q d!(k $uRf@(!n m@ l!pSz

0 iguess yew dnt fucks wit mhe anymo

w@N+ yUh +0 $M@(K m3 m@k3 dH@ SEx w!Ld n h0+

Table 3 shows the example sentences of each dataset. The insults dataset
tends to label as semantic insulting, and has several mislabeled sentences, the
noise of data. The bullyingV3 dataset includes the smallest number of sentences
among three datasets. Since the number of data is small, it is hard to learn the
features of offensive texts, which we want to classify. The formspring dataset has
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Fig. 2. Length distribution of real sentences and generated fake sentences.

very high data imbalance. Also, there are many words modified by omitting the
character, capitalizing the character, and replacing to symbols.

4.2 Deciding the Parameters

Using the method in described in Sect. 3.2, we generate the fake sentences for
transfer learning. We configure one sentence as 300 characters; about 95% of
sentences in all datasets are matched in this condition.

We have found that the distribution of sentence length follows F distribution
approximately. Figure 2 shows that the distribution of the length of original sen-
tences in the corpus and of the lengths of fake sentences chosen by the probability
of F distribution is similar.

We use google-bad-words for the word-list used in Eq. (4). The word-list
includes 550 words banned in the web from google.

The character set has 69 characters including 26 English alphabet, ten digits,
and 33 special characters. Below is the set of characters used for creating fake
sentences in ascending order of ASCII.

!”#$%&’()*+,-./0123456789:;<=>?
@[]ˆ ‘abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}˜

If the fake sentence is generated with the same probability for all charac-
ters, the sentence is far different from the original sentence. In most sentences,
however, the frequency of occurrence of each character is similar. Therefore, we
generate the sentence depending on the probability of the occurrence of each
character. The generated sentence is similar to the actual sentence at the signal
level.
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Fig. 3. Variation of the F1 score on the number of sentences for each dataset.

We generate the fake sentences with the methods and the parameters
described above, divide into training and validation sets with the ratio of 7:3.
Then, we train CNN filters with these sentences.

4.3 Results

We have applied the original training sentences and the test sentences divided
into 6:4 respectively, and compared one CNN whose filter is learning the fake
data in the previous section with another CNN whose filter is a default.

Since the imbalance of dataset is high, the accuracy is not appropriate to
evaluate the model. Therefore, we calculate the F1 score used as test measures
of binary classification. The score indicates how well the model works.

As shown in Fig. 3, the F1 score is higher than when transfer learning applied
than the case which transfer learning does not apply to all datasets. This result
means transfer learning with fake sentences helps the classifier to get higher
performance. However, the number of the fake sentences is not a significant
variable which affects the performance of the classifier. The filter of CNN changes
similarly regardless of the number of fake sentences.

Though we evaluate our method with F1 score, there is no comparative
research. For bullyingV3 dataset, [5] got 0.78 of F1 score. For the other datasets,
unfortunately, there is no comparable result.

5 Conclusion

Original character-level CNN does not show good performance in offensive clas-
sification because the dataset is not enough to train the features. For solving the
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problem, we propose a method of pre-training with generated fake sentences.
In this paper, we apply the method to only offensive classification with the bad
words list, but, the method is applicable regardless of the words in the dictionary,
and it means the method is also used for any kinds of syntactic searching.

We know the transfer learning helps the model to learn the features though,
exact mechanism and principle of the method are veiled. Future work will be the
investigation of how the method works and how it differs from without transfer
learning.
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